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OPERATIONAL PROCESSING OF ITOS SCANNING
RADIOMETER DATA
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J. A. LEESE, Deputy Chief

Data Processing and Analysis Division
National Environmental Satellite Service

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Washington D. C. 20233

Summary    The Improved TIROS Operational Satellite (ITOS) System uses a spacecraft
in a sun-synchronous (1500L) polar orbit. A two-channel scanning radiometer on the
spacecraft provides information in the .52- to .73- micrometer visible range and the 10.5-
to 12.5- micrometer infrared water vapor window. Operational processing of the
scanning radiometer data leads to mapped products and derived products. In the former
the image data are transformed to fit a common type of map projection such as polar
stereographic or mercator. Derived products are the measurements and interpretive type
products obtained from the gridded or mapped imagery. Automated procedures are being
developed to derive quantitative information from mapped image data. Parameters
sought include the sea-surface temperature and cloud top temperature which can be
converted to height. Procedures are also being developed which combine the data from
the two channels to derive quantitative information.

Introduction    Emphasis has been placed on the immediate operational use of
environmental satellite date beginning with the launch of TIROS-1 in 1960. Computer
processing of the data from the first series of TIROS satellites was largely confined to
computing perspective grids for geographic references of the television images acquired.
The ability to transform the television images from a perspective view to a standard map
projection (Bristor, Callicott, and Bradford, 1966) in an operational mode marked the
beginning of computer processing of environmental satellite data. The procedures used
for processing data in the TIROS Operational Satellite (TOS) system have been
described by Bristor, 1968. Image products from the TOS data have been described in
various papers (cl. Leese, Booth and Godshall, 1970).

The Improved TIROS Operational Satellite (ITOS) sensor package contains a two
channel Scanning Radiometer (SR) which operates in the .52- to .73- micrometer visible
range and the 10.5- to 12.5- micrometer Infrared (IR) water vapor window. The purpose 



of this paper is to describe the system used by the National Environmental Satellite
Service (NESS) for the operational computer processing of the data from the SR.

Description of the ITOS Acquisition System    A pictorial description of the ITOS
system data flow is shown in Figure 1. The spacecraft transmits the stored data to the
Command and Data Acquisition (CDA) Stations located at Fairbanks, Alaska, and
Wallops Station, Virginia. Each CDA station retransmits the data to the NESS at
Suitland, Maryland via broadband microwave links. The relayed signal remains in analog
form, and is relayed at the same speed as acquired. Ground-based analog tape recording
facilities at the CDA stations provide for delayed data relay. Sequential relay of visual
and IR data is thereby provided along with the option to retransmit if other problems
develop. The spacecraft also has the capability for direct readout to local users on a
world-wide basis. However, we are concerned here mainly with the acquisition and
processing of the stored data. A complete description of the ITOS spacecraft and orbital
characteristics is given elsewhere (Anon., 1970).

In the scanning radiometer contained in the sensor package on the ITOS spacecraft, a
mirror, rotating at 48 rpm, provides an optical scan perpendicular to the direction of
spacecraft motion. Radiation passes through a beam splitter and spectral filters to
provide data in the visible and IR channels. System optics provide a 5.3 milliradian field-
of-view for the IR detector. It will, therefore it “see” a 6- to 7- km spot at the straight
down view with an orbital altitude of 1450 km. Near the horizon, at a local zenith angle
of 60 degrees, the spot covers about 15 by 21 km. If data from this IR channel are
interpreted in terms of an equivalent black body radiator, the Noise Equivalent
Temperature Difference (NEAT) should range from 1EK for a 300EK scene to 4EK for a
185EK scene. Additional details on the sensor package have been described by Albert
(1970).

Performance specifications for the IR data signals generated by the scanning radiometer
on the ITOS spacecraft and received at NESS include a 36 db peak-to-peak signal to
RMS noise ratio. Converting this signal-to-noise ratio into NEAT produces temperature
sensitivities of about 2 5 degrees at 300EK.

The noise content varies with time; just as important, a possible variation in noise
characteristics results from the use of different combinations of equipment. Reliability is
built into the ITOS system by having alternate paths for the data flow at many points. On
the spacecraft, for example, there are two scanning radiometers and two tape recorders.
Either radiometer can be used with either tape recorder. To achieve complete global
coverage the system switches tape recorders automatically at the time of data readout to
the CDA station.



Evaluations of the system noise content show a range of NEAT from 0.7 to 3.0EC.
Variations in NEAT within one orbit are usually less than 0. 5EC. The major variations
occur between the two tape recorders on the spacecraft although the system noise does
vary from orbit to orbit for a particular tape recorder. The reason for such a wide
variation had not been identified when this was written.

Raw Data Ingestion    As the raw scanner signals arrive at Suitland, the on-line
processing is carried out by a Digital Data Handling System (DDHS). Additional
analogue tape buffering option is also provided at the input to this system. A fixed
pattern “porch” injected into the signal as a function of scan shaft phase angle is detected
in order to synchronize (and maintain coherency of) earth scan data. Housekeeping
telemetry frame synchronization is also carried out in order to separate “back scan” data
from earth imaging information.

An earlier paper (Bristor, 1970) describes the logical steps in the ingestion process which
results in the production of the raw digital ingest tape. Other details concerning
extraction of needed housekeeping data and signal quality diagnoses are available only
as manuscript computer ro ram notes and other software documentation.

The data from the earth-view portion of a scan occupy about 108 degrees out of a full
360-degree scan cycle. With a 5.3 milliradian field-of-view the 1250 samples per earth
scan constitute about 3.5 times the minimum sampling rate.

Preprocessing and Signal Conditioning    Once the raw ingest data are available on
tape, the computational steps and quantitative utilization of the data can begin. The first
step involves the “normalization” of raw counts to insure strict correspondence with the
prescribed signal voltage range. Prelaunch bench checks yield such count-to-volt curves
for each sensor system. However, the voltage range obtained from the incoming analog
signal involves detector adjustments (frequency limit settings in the case of the FM
discriminator for recorded SR, and amplitude adjustment of the demodulator used for the
detection of direct readout scanner data). A step wedge contained in the back scan for
each 16 -sweep data frame is used for the normalization. Analysis of the ten
(approximate) digital count samples for each of the seven wedge steps results in the
generation of a tablebywhich all raw counts may be transformed (look-up table) into
proper equivalent values as specified in the prelaunch checks. So long as detector
misadjustment does not cause saturation (“clipping”) at either extremity of the response
range, this normalizing procedure will assure meaningful raw count values.

The next step involves the correction for radiometer response as a function of
temperature. A measure of sensor temperature is contained as back scan housekeeping
information within each data frame. Analysis of this information indicates a cyclic
variation of approximately 2EC throughout an orbital period. Prelaunch calibration by



the vendor has, again, provided the voltage-to-temperature (or brightness) response
relationship for each sensor system (Feninger, 1969). The program provides families of
look-up tables for each sensor, thereby converting normalized raw counts into effective
backbody radiative temperature responses (IR), or into calibrated brightness response for
the visual channel.

The final step involves corrections necessary for the interpretation of measurements of
the earth scene. In the case of the IR sensor, correction must be made for atmospheric
attentuation. Smith, et. al. (1970) have provided an algorithm which specified this “limb
darkening” correction as a function of local zenith angle with the assumption that H20
and C02 are the sole absorbing constituents. This algorithm has recently been revised by
Dr. William Smith of the NESS.

For the visual channel, final correction of the brightness response is made as
compensation for differences in solar illumination of the earth scene. After due
consideration of the more sophisticated “three angle” approach (Ruff, et. al., 1966) a
more basic beginning approach was adopted. The algorithm involves a simple function
of solar zenith angle, and the weighting function was generated empirically using an
approach previously applied to geostationary satellite image data (Taylor, 1970).

Earth Location    Implicit in the procedure for limb darkening correction and/or
brightness normalization is the need for position information. A companion to these
correction activities is therefore the task of relating each digitized response sample to the
earth scene. The various inputs and the approach is based on the work described by
Bristor, Callicott and Bradford, 1966. Items required for this task, together with brief
explanatory remarks, are summarized in the following numbered paragraphs.

1.  Spacecraft position: Basic orbital elements for the ITOS spacecraft are provided by
NASA through the acquisition of tracking information and the combining of these data
with a rather sophisticated orbital model. The orbital elements are then available for use
with a prediction program which provides satellite location as a function of time.

2.  Scanner mounting: Obviously the orientation of the scan sweep with respect to the
spacecraft is required; this is determined prior to launch by the mounting and alignment
checks. In addition, the instantaneous position of the mirror within the scan shaft spin
phase cycle is required. Accordingly, the porch response is injected into the signal path
at a prescribed scan shaft angle with respect to the spacecraft base plate.

3.  Angular increment: Knowledge of the angular increment through which the scan shaft
turns between adjacent digital response samples is required for the proper deployment of
samples across the earth scan sweep. This, in turn, requires precise knowledge of shaft
spin rate and digital sampling rate.



4.  Horizon location: Each scan sweep sample population must additionally be deployed
in synchronism with the earth disk. With the present approach, horizon detection logic is
utilized to detect limbs of the earth disk.

5.  Attitude: Although earth oriented, the ITOS sensor platform is a spin stabilized
vehicle. With knowledge of 2, 3 and 4 above, the SR data are used to obtain the right
ascension and declination of the spin vector. In brief, the roll/yaw components of this
vector are determined by obtaining the angle between earth horizon and porch through a
count of the intervening sample population on each scan sweep. The pitch component is
expressed as an error signal between pitch sensor horizon pulses as observed in
comparison with their predicted position as specified in the feedback control mechanism.

6.  Time: Linkage whereby scan sweeps are related to orbital positions, is through time.
A 24 bit (1/4 second interval) counter clock on the spacecraft is used for this purpose,
and its output is reported during backscan within each data frame. This relative time is
then related to absolute time as the counter reset command is issued at the CDA station.

With all of the above inputs, the earth location process can be carried out since, at any
particular time, the orientation of the sensing beam is known with respect to a platform
whose position and orientation with respect to the earth are also known.

In order to reduce computation penalty, the earth location linkage is provided through an
open lattice of image points. Briefly, the three dimensional image location element
vector, available at the spacecraft, is converted to an equivalent geocentric vector
through coordinate transformation equations. An earth surface latitude/longitude location
for the sample in question is thereby obtained. Since the original image perspective is to
be transformed to some standard map projection, the computer location is transformed to
an equivalent location on the desired projection. For convenience, map coordinates are
expressed in terms of a fine mesh square overlay grid, suitably oriented and scaled to
approximate the basic resolution of a sensor sample element. The computer logic is
further simplified by using scanner line number and sample number intervals in binary
steps for the open lattice calculations. The resulting “bench point” calculations for the
SR data are made for every eighth line and 32nd sample.

In terms of computational efficiency, this image mapping input has drawbacks. With
highly overlapped raw data samples, an obvious population surplus exists if the mapping
process merely replots samples into a non-overlapped square mesh map array. In
addition, a square mesh overlay on a map, which is not an equal area projection, cannot
uniformly equate mesh size to basic sensor sampling resolution. The result is that several
input data samples may compete for map mesh locations in certain portions of the map.
(A square mesh sector on a polar stereographic map encompasses four times the acerage
at the pole as does a similar square near the equator. ) An alternate approach (Roth,



1969) starts with the map mesh coordinates and computes the input data scan line and
sample number for the most elegible input sample to be mapped into that location. Only
the desired input samples are thereby unpacked and replotted. Because of evolutionary
software investments, the first method described above has been retained, but with
amendments aimed at minimizing the mentioned penalties.

Mapping and Gridding    SR data are mapped in polar stereographic form on a global
basis each day. A tropical belt covering the full 3600 longitudinal span is also mapped in
Mercator format. Several sections are also mapped with finer mesh so as to retain the
maximum volume of input samples for special applications. The mapping algorithm may
be summarized in the following steps.

1.  A bench point earth locator array is read into the computer and the limits of the
equivalent fine mesh map array are calculated.

2.  The specified sector of the map image array is transferred from dedicated disk storage
into main computer memory.

3.  Calibrated input scan data, potentially available for mapping, is also brought into
main memory.

4.  Using scan line and sample number designators, the location in the map array for a
sample is computed from the bench point array. Taking advantage of the rectangular
binary population organization, this linear interpolation logic is accomplished entirely
through binary shift and add logic and without need for more costly multiply
instructions.

5.  Candidate samples are thus re-plotted in the map mesh array until input sampling is
exhausted.

6.  The resulting mapped imagery is replaced in disk memory where it becomes available
as a source for display and other more quantitative information extraction operations.

Global Polar Mosaics    The fine mesh polar stereographic arrays have been aligned
with the conventional Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) grid so that derived
products may be conveniently adapted to that application. By subdividing each coarse
mesh length into 32 segments, one obtains a 2048 x 2048 array with a four mile mesh
size near the equator. Unfortunately, the map distortion factor doubles this mesh length
distance at the pole. An example for the Northern Hemisphere is shown in Fig. 2. Two
such arrays provide global coverage. With a 2048 x 4096 vertical rectangle formed by
placing the Northern Hemisphere above the Southern Hemisphere, the mesh arrays are
aligned such that the grid line between the poles coincides with the 80EW meridian. The



present polar mapping program on the CDC 6600 requires 12 minutes of central
processor time (22 minutes, wall clock) for each pole-to-pole hemispheric swath of input
data. Nearly 100,000 (60-bit) words of high speed central memory are required, and the
dedicated disk area for storage of the global map array is over 1.3 million (60-bit) words.

As an economic expedient, the 2048 x 2048 arrays are used in mapping both SR
channels even though, in the case of visual channel data, the spatial resolution is
substantially coarsened. In order to alleviate inefficiencies in input sample handling, a
skipping procedure is used so that map addresses are calculated only for a sample
population commensurate with the map array.

Mercator Mapping    The overlapped SR Mercator mapping for tropic and subtropic
applications is similarly mapped at a common, coarser resolution. The orthogonal square
mesh in this case is aligned parallel to the equator and with the right-most column at the
Greenwich meridian. The overall area covers the full earth circumference and extends
from 40EN to 40ES latitude.

The mesh size is 11.25 per degree of geocentric arc at the equater, for a spatial resolution
of about 5.3 n. mi. per mesh in the tropics; however with this projection, spatial
resolution improves at the higher latitude extremities.

Limited Map Sectors with Augmented Resolution    Economics achieved through the
coarsening of the mesh in the mapping described above render the data base useful
primarily for meso-or macroscale applications. Certain sectors are therefore mapped at
higher resolution for specialized requirements using certain “universal” features of the
basic mapper software. Such sectors can be produced with considerable flexibility.

With mesh size set at 64 per NWP mesh (less than 4 n. mi. resolution at the poles), array
size set at 896 x 512 elements, and center latitude/ longitude coordinates selected, IR
data are presently being mapped at optimum resolution for the sector shown in Figure 3.
Attributes of the display are described in the following section. Another sector of similar
size and scale is produced for the U. S. area (contiguous 48 states). Other finer mesh
limited sectors can be produced. One small area has been mapped using 128 mesh for
each NWP mesh in conjunction with experimental midwest tornado applications.
Another Mercator sector, 24 degrees of latitude by 24 degrees of longitude is available at
higher resolution with selectable center Point location for hurricane analysis
applications.

Individual Sectors Mapped on an Orbital Pass Basis    Apart from the polar and
Mercator mapped image mosaics produced by the methods described above, there has 



been strong pressure to obtain mapped imagery with minimum delay. Accordingly, polar
mapped sectors are now being mapped on a “pass-by-pass” basis.

The principal customer is the recipient of image products sent via facsimile, and so
alignment of the image sector must be arranged so as to most efficiently use the recorder
display area. Accordingly, the map mesh is rotated so that the node longitude of the input
data approximates the center axis of the map rectangle as shown in Figure 4. With
calibrated sample response truncated to displayable response range, this auxilliary
mapping program needs far less frequent input/output service. The computing time for
the sector shown is thereby reduced to 2.8 minutes of central processor time and 4
minutes wall clock time.

Sectors as shown may be produced either from stored or directly transmitted SR data. At
present, such data are being mapped in this fashion from 5 to 6 passes each day. This
information is received from the Wallops Island CDA station and from the APT
receivers at San Francisco and Honolulu.

Earth Locator Grids in the Prespective of Unmapped SR Imagery     Since image
data mapping places greater dependence on computer resources, unmapped imagery has
continued to fill a need. Despite the awkardness caused by variable perspective, gridded
strips of vidicon pictures, with all of the basic spatial resolution, have been one of the
most reliable and most quickly available products. Although pass-bypass mapped SR
products are expected to fill much of this requirement, there likely will be continued
interest in imagery displayed in the perspective and retaining all of the basic spatial
resolution of the original received signal. With extreme foreshortening in the east-west
direction, such SR imagery requires earth locator gridding as a melded part of the image.

By a rearrangement of the equations for bench point earth locations, one obtains image
line and spot coordinates corresponding to integer latitude/longitude points. By selecting
an adequate population of such computed points (and interpolating filler points),
latitude/longitude lines can be produced and melded with the unmapped images. Such
orbital strips are projected as replacements for similar gridded vidicon strip mosaics,
once vidicon data acquisition is discontinued.

Earth Location Precision    In general, the earth location of image data through the
processes described above can be regarded as a direct function of the accuracy of the
various input parameters. That is to say, the precision with which calculations are made
(generally 60-bit floating point precision), and the realism involved in any
parameterization, (for example, use of an oblate earth model in transforming spacecraft
related position vectors to geocentric coordinates), causes the question of position
accuracy to rest primarily on the precision of orbital position determination and the
accuracy of other input items. Based upon present evidence it is estimated that most SR



imagery is being located with an accuracy of about 10 n. mi. or better near and along the
orbital track. In the foreshortened scan regions, this range of error may double.

Equivalent earth location figures for vidicon imagery from ESSA spacecraft (used in the
TOS system) have been quoted as 30 and 60 n. mi. It is believed that SR location figures
are better for these reasons:

a.  Absolute time is obtainable for SR data frames, while ESSA vidicon picture times
were deduced from an accumulation of spin rotations of a spacecraft undergoing cyclic
spin up aild damping accelerations.

b.  Horizon scan sensors for attitude determination on ESSA spacecraft provided less
frequent and lower quality observations for limited sectors of each orbital pass.

c.  Scanner geometry is less complex than the equivalent twodimensional distortion
pattern needed for the conversion of vidicon image X, Y locations into orthogonal angle
components in object space.

Products    In the case of visual products, a photofacsimile recorder provides the source
for imagery distributed for local real time use and for non-realtime mail distribution.
Display capability from digital source material is available in 2500 and 5000 line modes
using a nominal 10 inch negative size. Six-bit (64 level) display samples serve as input.
Other visual products are distributed to standard 18 inch weather facsimile recorders.
Again, a digital image tape provides the source, and display scan sample populations are
converted to analog facsimile scan signals through an encoder device. More than 40
image product transmissions are made on a daily schedule. Sample populations are
limited to 1710 per scan line and are normally displayed at 96 samples per inch (line-to-
line and sample-to-sample). Only 16 levels are provided by the 4-bit encoder sample
size.

Display products are also formatted for receipt by Automatic Picture Transmission
(APT) receivers, again using the facsimile encoder in an alternate mode. The samples are
4-bit bytes, but the display is restricted to an 800 x 800 array. The standard APT recorder
provides an 8 inch square hardcopy. Quality is intermediate to that provided by the
above mentioned photo and facsimile recorders. These products are relayed to ground
network APT recorders and to radio receiver APT stations via geostationary spacecraft
(ATS-1 and ATS-3) relay.

All of the display products discussed above are obtained as simple byproducts of the
image mapping operation. The SR data are providing the means for generating more
quantitative products. While such processing is designed for more quantitative
applications, these derived products may also be displayed. One current effort involves



the generation of mapped cloud distribution in three dimensions using the IR mapped
data (DeCotiis and Conlan, 1971). Vertical profiles of temperature in the atmosphere are
obtained from an objective analysis of conventional observations. These
temperature/height estimates are used to classify the SR radiative temperature responses
mapped within each NWP square in terms of low, middle and high for the cloud top
level. Apart from contoured visual display, such processing provides percent cloud cover
estimates in digital format for each NWP square population. In addition to operational
use, extended records of such information can also be used in a variety of synoptic
climatological applicat ions.

The generation of sea-surface temperature is another important new application. The
problem in this case involves the elimination of cloud contamination. Adjustments to the
basic method (Smith, et. al., 1970) are described by Leese, et. al., 1971 a, 1971 b. The
error in measuring the sea-surface temperature is a function of noise filtering
(smoothing) and tests which exclude sectors with heavy cloud contamination. Using the
current operational algorithm, overall sea-surface temperature products are estimated to
have an RMS deviation of 1.5EC from available if ground truth” data. Such production
can be used directly as input to NWP models and as surface reference in the utilization of
indirect sounding radiance data.

The IR data are also being projected as tools in sea and lake ice reconnaisance. Mapped
imagery, with extreme enhancement in the critical ice /water temperature zone, provides
a tactical support tool, and digital output from such sectors mapped at higher spatial
resolutions provides a data base for more quantitative treatment.

A variety of developmental activities are proceeding, but without current operational
production. The following are among those now active.

1.  Multi-day compositing of mapped SR image data is expected to have application in
Hydrology as indicated by earlier efforts using TOS vidicon data (McClain and Baker,
1969).

2.   Semi-objective estimates of mean moisture in the troposphere are presently being
obtained from mapped vidicon data through the efforts of a skilled analyst (Smigielski
and Mace, 1970). The additional cloud height discrimination provided by the IR data
should substantially improve the demonstrated skill in such activities, As concurrent
visual and IR data become available in mapped form, an earlier computer automation
effort in this area will be revived.

3.  A great potential also appears to exist in the quantitative and objective description of
tropical cloud systems. Over the years, cloud imagery has proven to be of substantial
value in classification of hurricanes and in their categorization in terms of maximum



wind intensity (Fritz, Hubert and Timchalk, 1963). Hopefully, the more quantitative SR
data, expressed in terms of automatically produced “descriptions”, can enhance such
skills.

Outlook    The immediate need is to expand SR data utilization to the three full global
coverages available each day - daytime IR and visual, as well as nighttime IR. The semi-
independent new information available from coincident IR and visual data will lead to a
substantial improvement and expansion in the derived product line. Ambiguities in sea-
surface temperatures, which can arise in areas of uniform low overcast cloudiness, will
likely be resolved in many cases. Similarly, the three dimensional cloud distribution
effort would be improved. It is also appealing to apply the two-channel data to the
problems of global energetics. Past efforts in this area have used lower resolution
radiometers for the determination of global patterns in total earth/space energy flux
(Winston, 1967) and attempts are underway to explore SR data in this area.

Current experiments in the operational mapping of digitized weather radar data offer yet
another application possibility (Booth, 1971) Mapped afternoon IB responses may
provide a more quantitative means of assessing the importance of cloud systems
involved in the development of severe local storms such as tornados.
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Fig. 1. Depiction of ITOS Spacecraft and Data - Handling System.



Fig. 2.  Polar Mosaic of ITOS-IR Data, May 24, 1971.

Fig. 3.  Sector of ITOS-IR Data Mapped at 64 per NWP mesh.

Fig. 4.  ITOS-IR Data Mapped in a Pass-by-Pass Format.


